The mission and growth of University of Houston–Clear Lake is nourished by donors who continually support programs and initiatives. Members achieve the first level of Enduring Support after five years of consecutive philanthropy and are honored as their consecutive giving continues.

5-9 YEARS
Karen and John Akkerman
Sharon and Allyn Amabile
Maeline and Robert Barnstable
Cynthia and James Bowen
Lois Bradshaw-Malone and Jim Malone
Susan and Blaine Brown
Patrick Cardenas
Jean and Rodger Carr
Richard Dampman
Jennifer and Wayne Ely
Beverly and Herbert Everitt
Karen and David Fiscus
Walter Fuller III
Laura and David Fulton
Jane and Robert Garcia
Perry Giles
Jill and John Griffin
John Hawkins
Susan and Lee Holmes
Rochelle and Alan Jacobson
Rebecca Jacobs-Pollez and Alain Pollez
Joslen and Preston Johnson Jr.
Katherine and Steve Justice
Thomas Kendelbacher
Twila and John Kovach
Jan and Gib Larson
Lee Ann and Brian Lawrence
Jack Leavell
Carl Martin
Usha and Jacob Mathew
Tracy and Kevin McKinley
Carmen and Juan Moreno
Frank Perez
Lee Ann and Brian Philgreen
Harriet and Ed Pittman
Crystal and Allan Plumb
Jane and Robert Reeves
Mary Ellen and Robert Ried
Donna and Gregory Scoggin
Shirley and Raymond Sewell
Marilyn and Charles Sims
Lanell and Michael Smesny
Angeline and Robert Thonus
Josephine Tittsworth
Cynthia Villarreal and Frederick Mullin
Fay Watson
Mary Wegmann and Andrew Taylor
Beverly and William Wicker Jr.
Nancy Williams
Walter Wilson
Abraham Ybarra

10-14 YEARS
Jill and David Almaguer
Susan and Albert Arena
Raymond Baker
Carolyn and Ken Black
Joan Bruno
Charline and Bill Chen
Michele Clark
Emmeline Dodd and Gene Hollier
Joanne Timm Dupuis and Barry Dupuis
Charity and Jeffery Ellis
Sue and Chuck Fellman
Janice Fischer
Katherine and Fernando Frank
Estella and Peter Gillette
P.C. and William Hackleman
Anne and John Jackson
Ann and Michael Landolt
Sharon and Paul Maaz III
Tara Silver-Malyska and Robert Malyska
Deborah and Gary McFadden
Patricia and Robert Nossov
Jana and Steve Phelps
Lynn and Mark Pickett

15-19 YEARS
Mary E. Ainslie
Abbas Arami
Doris and Teddy Buchan
William Bunce
Celine Cordary
Kim Herhold
Cynthia Howard
Rebecca Huss-Keeler and Terry Keeler
Sandy and Doug Johnson
Gretchen and Peter Mieszkowski
Iris Mills
Joanne and Bert Potter
Carol and Larry Pruitt
Kathy and Mike Reeves
Janel Salmen
Deborah and Stephen Scott
Marion Seymour
Pat and Wendell Wilson

20-24 YEARS
Karen and Rob Barbier
Susan and Jim Benson
Verva Densmore
Fern Kirkley
Mary Ann Shallberg

25-29 YEARS
Sandra and Gerald Griffin

This list reflects contributions between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017.